Fashion plate - Falbalas et Fanfreluches. Almanach des modes...

Object: Fashion plate

Place of origin: Paris (published)

Date: 1922 (published)

Artist/Maker: Barbier, George, born 1882 - died 1932 (artist)

Materials and Techniques: Hand-coloured process engraving

Museum number: E.620-1954

Gallery location: Prints & Drawings Study Room, level C, case O, shelf 3, box C

Descriptive line


Physical description

Colour fashion plate depicting two women in an interior. One of the women stands in an arch, and the other is seated with her back to the viewer. In the distance are ships at sea.

Dimensions

Height: 22.86 cm, Width: 3.78 cm

Museum number

E.620-1954

URL

http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O586897/falbalas-et-fanfreluches-almanach-des-fashion-plate-barbier-george/